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Welina mai kakou, University of Hawaiʻi Board of Regents

I, Taylee Au-Tabura, oppose the construction of this Thirsty Meter Telescope (TMT). Three main reasons this
project need to be reconsidered are 1. The desecration of my kupnaʻs iwi (ancestors bones) and mauna (mountain)
2. Ruining Hawaiiʻs water aquifer and watershed system(s), and 3. The development of this telescope, 18 feet tall,
is in direct violation of Hawaii County Building Codes, making it the tallest building on Hawaiʻi Island.

My kupunaʻs iwi are on Mauna Kea, and once you build this telescope and dig into our aina (land) you will find that
you are digging up graveyardʻs. For example, just like a veteran that fought for the United States, you would not go
and dig up there graves. The fact is that if you build this telescope you will be digging up our ohana (family).

I know that the board is planning to make a double insulated wall to take the sewage that the telescope createʻs
and stow it in that wall and pump it out but my question is where are you going to take that sewage? Where else
would you put it? In the ocean? No! What is going to happen when this pollution getʻs into Hawaiiʻs water systemʻs
and kanaka (people) start to drink it? Think about these questions before you make your decision because either
way your taking your sewage some where and if polluted on our aina then thatʻs just another reason why we donʻt
need this telescope on Mauna Kea. Your going to pollute Hawaiiʻs air and ocean for just one telescope and maybe
even pollute it for generations to come.

This telescope is 18 feet tall and on Hawaiʻi island the law prohibits buildingʻs to be more then 10 feet tall but this
telescope is still trying to get away with making it whatever size it wantʻs and itʻs going to apparently be the
tallest building built on Hawaiʻi which is going to take up most of the mauna anyway. 

So please think about the aina your destroying and look at the facts before building this telescope.

Mahalo Kakou 
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